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I. INTRODUCTION 

The transmission of the works of Aristotle to the West is 

one of the most important events in the history of philosophy 

in the Latin-speaking countries of the Middle Ages. The pro

cess whereby these works were made available to the West is a 

fascinating and interesting study. 

In this thesis I will trace, as far as is possible, this 

transferal from the death of Aristotle to the reception of his 

works in the West. This is a difficult and sometimes obscure 

prooess because of conflicting accounts and lack of manu

scripts. Not all the expe~ts agree on the dates of transmis

sion, translations, and the like. Yet it is possible to trace 

the works of Aristotle in a general way, although there is 

much more to be uncovered in understanding the process of 

transmission. It would be possible to write a thesis on the 

trasferal of any single work of Aristotle or to make an 

exhaustive study of the translators or translations, but that 

is not the purpose of this study. 

Medieval thought and the transmission and reception of 

Aristotle's works first came to be studied intensively about 

eighty years ago. Some of the .pioneers in this field were 

De Wulf and Ehrle. Then came such scholars as Mandonnet and 

Baskins. More recently, we have such men as Gilson, Knowles, 
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Van Steenberqhen, and Grabmann. Many new discoveries have 

been made during the last two or three decades, but there are 

still many more problems to be solved. 

It was impossible to use first-hand sources for this the

sis, because this would entail the study of medieval manu

scripts, which are not available here. 

(') .. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

WORKS 

Aristotle's writings were of two types. The more popular 

instruction was through the dialogue. Almost all of Aristo

tle's dialogues were destroyed, probably when the library of 
.. 

Alexandria was burnt by the Saracens. The second type of 

writings, what are now known as the works of Aristotle, con

sist ~inly of notes made by his pupils, especially Theophras

tus. l Aristotle di4 not publish nor even put into literary 

form any of the books we now possess. His disciples spent 

their time in repeating his lectures with such modifications 

of language or doctr~ne as they considered necessary or advis

~e, and what we have are mainly notes of Aristotle's lec

tures. We cannot assertwith certainty that we have ever 

received a treatise in the exact words of Aristotle, though we 

may be rather certain that we have a fair representation of 

his thought. 

EARLY HISTORY (B.G.) 
. -

VerY little is known of the fate of Aristotle's works 

during the two centuries follo1iing his death, but as Shute 

says in his book, History of ~ Aristotelian Writings: 

Far too much is made of the silence as to Aris
totle in the two centuries immediately succeeding 
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his death. As a matter of fact, almost all the 
books in which he would be at all likely to be 
mentioned are lost. The silence is not that of 
authors who pass over Aristotle, but the abso
lute silence of a vast desert of thought.2 

So we can see that there is not much oertain information of 

the period immediately after Aristotle's death. 

The following story has come down to us. On the death of 

Aristotle, the school of the Lyoeum, with the library of Aris

totle, remained for more than thirty-four years under the con

trol of Theophrastus. Theophrastns, on his death about 287 

B.C., left his own library with that of Aristotle to his pupil 
. 
Helens, who removed it to his home at Skepsis in the Tread. 

few years later the town was conquered by the Attalid dynasty, 

who began a library at Pergamon about 230 B.C. to cpmpete with 

that ~t Alexandria. To protect the works of AristQtle from 

them, the heirs of Nelens oonoealed the manusoripts in a oel

lar at Skepsis. The story goes on to say that they Were left 

in this damp cellar where they remained forgotten for over a 

oentury. Finally, they were discovered and bought by Apelli

con of Teos 
-

fca. 100 B.C.), who pieced them tQgether, repaired 
, 

the damage done by damp and 'Worms, and restored them to Athens. 

After the capture of Athens by Sulla in 86 B.C., they were 

transported to Rome, where Tyrannion and Andronious tried to 

prune away the more obvious repetitions caused by the clumsy 

patching of Apellicon. The above story is told by Tyrannion's 

l 
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pupil Strabo. 3 


It is necessary to briefly examine this story and make a 

few pertinent observations. In the first part of his state

ment, Strabo talks not of the works of Aristotle and ~eophras 

tus, but of their libraries, i.e., apparently, their collec

tions of the books of other people. In the second part of his 

story, we are told that the descendants of Heleus sold the 

"books" of Aristotle to Apellicon. The remainder of the story 

assume~ that these "books" were the writin~s of Aristotle. 4 
-

Apellicon probably tried to remedy the raids of Worms and 

damp by piecing the newly acquired treasures with the best of 

the notes which were to be found in the Lyceum library. Shute 

says that this piecing seems to have been performed on the 

principle of parsimony, inserting from the supposed less 

trustworthy source only what seemed necessary to fill in a gap 

in the Skepsis manuscripts. Apparently when a man~script had 

been so pieced as to make sense, it was recopied, and the ori 

ginal either destroyed or neglected. When this edition was 

accepted as the Textus ReoeEtus of the Peripatetio school, all 

the other versions were doomed to oblivion. 5 

There is another story which should be mentioned. Athe

naeus speaks of a Roman Laurentius appointed by Marcus Antoni

nus and how he collected books, "those of Aristotle and of 
! 

Heleus who preserved Aristotle's books, from Whom our king 

Ptolemy Philadelphus, having bought them !1!, put them togethe 
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with those which he had 
\ 
bought from Athens and Rhodes and 

brought them to fair Alexandria. 6 ptolemy Philadelphus is 

said to have possessed more than a thousand rolls of Aristo

telian works. Shute points out that he could not have bought 

all the books of Aristotle from Neleus. Some were certainly 
.copl.es. 7 

That the Alexandrian 1mbraries were full of real or spu

rious Aristotelian works is certain. The Egyptian kings were 

anxious to fill their libraries. The libraries of Alexandria 

were teeming with works attributed to Aristotle, of which only 

a small proport ion was genuine. 

Neither of these two stories is conclusive. Both may be 

true, and then again, neither may be true. We can say that at 

the time immediately preceding the find of the Aristotelian 

library at Skepsis, there was probably also a large collection 

of notes at Athens, a certain number. of works attributed to 

Aristotle in circulation, and a large number of works attri

buted to Aristotle in the libraries of Alexandria.8 It is 

reported that in the year 640 A.D., what remained of the 

Alexandrian library, after its destruction in 392 by Chris

tians, was burned by Amur, the general under Caliph Gmar, as a 

means of raising the !Corc;in to a; 'Position of exclusive author

ity.9 

A brief mention of Cicero's knowledge of Aristotle is in 

place. Cicero probably had access to the Rhetoric, Topics, 
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and the Parva Naturalia, but Cicero's merit is that he pointed 

out a great storehouse of scientific knowledge to his fellow

Romans. From this time on, Rome was the oenter of Aristote

lian culture. Aristotle became the ~octor of the Latins. 

Even when the knowledge of Greek had vanished from them, they 

kept up a faint knowledge of him through the later sixth cen

tury ve:rsions and commentaries of Boethius. Aristotle moved 

eastward into Greece only when the seat of the Roman empire 

was transferred. lO 
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III.
~ 

WORKS
.' 

OF ARISTOTLE. AMONG THE SYRIANS AND ARABIANS. . .~. 

Although some of the Aristotelian writings reached the 

West direotly from Byzantium or from Byzantine circles in 

Sicily, the majority came by way or Spain, an4 the story of 

their transmission is long and extraordinary. 

AMONG THE SYRIANS 

Throughout the Eastern ~pirel,l and especially at Constan

tinople, the ancient~ were reverently copied and recopied, and 

so preserved. Greek philosophy and medical science had been 

received in the fourth century and adopted by the flourishing 

Christians, Syrian in race, Who occupied Mesopotamia. There, 

the schools of Bdessa, opened by Ephrem in~63, Were famous. ll 

The Syrians had received Greek thought at first hand due to 

the Greek traditions in their country resulting from the expe

ditions of Alexander the Great. 

Nestorianism struck up an open allianoe with the philoso

phy of Aristotle. A center of Nestorianism and of Aristote

lian philosophy was the sohool of Edessa. \i.hen Nestorianism 

was condemned by the Council of Ephesus in 431, many of the 

Aristotelians left Edessa, whioh was in the Roman Empire, and 

emigrated to neighboring Persia. Most of them appear to have 

remained in Nisibis, just across the horder. 12 When in 489, 

the schools were closed by the Emperor Zeno as tainted by 

http:horder.12
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Nestorianism, the rest of the professors carried their philo

sophy and science with them into Persia. 

After Justinian closed the schools of philosophy at 

Athens in 529, a series of schools grew up at Kinnesrin, 

Resaina, and Gandisapora where the philosophy of Aristotle was 

taught. King Chosroes of Persia took a lively interest in the 

philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, and he invited Syrian scho

lars to his court. 1S 

Certain works of Aristotle, chiefly the Organon, were 

translated from the Greek into Syriac and oommented on by 

savants of the Nestorian schools in the fifth century. They 

translated the Categories and De Inte!Eretat~one. It is also 

probable that the Prior Analzt~cs was translated in the fifth 

century.14 Much of the translation was carried on in the 

monasteries. This work of translation was continued in the 

sixth oentury by the Monophysites of Resaina and Chalcis. 15 

The foremost of these was Sergius (d. ca. 536) who translated 

the Cate~o~ies. James of Edessa (fl. 651-719), educated at 
-

Kinnesrin, translated the Categories, which is still extant. 

In the eighth and ninth centuries all studies were on the 

decline in the Orient; yet the tradition of them was pre

served. 16 

Thus the schools and monasteries of the Nestorian Chris

tians in Syria formed the shelter in which the philosophical 

and scientific writings of Aristotle were preserved and passed 

http:served.16
http:Chalcis.15
http:century.14
http:court.1S
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on. 

TRANSFER TO THE ARABIANS 

In the sixth century, Islam conquered the whole of Persia 

and Syria, and the caliphs of Bagdad made use of the serviees 

of these Syrians who thus passed Aristotle's works oU tb the 

Arabs. Although Greek thought had also spread into Persia, 

Syria ims the source for its transmission to the Arab world. 

The Saracens with no native philosophy and science of their 

own quiokly absorbed whatever they found in Western Asia. 

The contact of the Arabs with Greek thought may be said 

to have begun in 750 when the Abbasid oaliphs invited Syrian 

scholars to Bagdad. Most of the chief works of Greek philoso

phy had by this time been translated into Syriac, and the 

new arrivals began to make Arabic versions from the Syriac 

texts. 17 The period, 750-900, was the great age of the trans

lators, mainly Syrian Christians, who turned Aristotle into 

Arabic, sometimes directly from the Greek, more often from 

Syriao translations of the original. Unfortunately for later 

philosophers, a certain number of non-Aristotelian writings 

passed into Arabic under the name of the Philosopher, e.g., 

Theologia Aristotelis and the Liber de Gausis. l8 

~his work of translation began under the caliph AI-Mansur 

(753-774), but the real concentrated work of translation began 

when Harun ar-Rashid beoame caliph in 786. He was influenced 

his Barmakid minister to ive active su 

http:texts.17
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lars who studied and translated the Greek scientific works, and 

he sent out agents to purchase Sreek manuscripts. O'Leary in 

his book, How Greek Science Passed 12 the Arabs, states that 

at first the Aristotelian material was confined to the logical 

treatises and that it was not until some time after the death 

of Harun ar-Rashid, which occurred in 8a8, that a serious and 

direct examination of Aristotelian philosophy was undertaken 

by Arab scholars. The corpus of Aristotelian logic included 

the Categories, ~ InterPretatione, the Prior and Posterior 
, 

Analyties" Topics, Sophistica" Rhetoric, and the Politics, 

these last two classified with the logical treatises by the 

Arabs. 19 

The Caliph Al-Ma'mun (813-833) founded an academy whioh 
, 

he called the a~ouse of Wisdom~ (ca. 825) to t~anslate works 
.. 

of the Greek sc~entists. Aristotle was translated under the 

direction of IDn al Batrik. The great Syriac and Arabic 

translator, the Nestorian Honein ~n Ishak Cd. 876) presided 

over the school of translators at Bagdad. O'Leary says, '''From 

that ti~e forwards the work of translation went on steadily, 

and before long Arab students found 'themselves equipped with 

the greater part of the works of Galen, Hippocrates, and Aris

totle",,20 The work of translation was twofold; versions were 
" . 

made in Arabic and also in Syriac, the latter to replace the 

defective translations in use. The task of making new trans

lations was carried into the tenth century. As Turner says in 

http:Arabs.19
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his HistGry 2f Philosophy, -It is therefore beyond dispute 

that the Ar~bians owe their knowledge of Greek philosophy to 

the Syrian Christians.,,21 

AMONG THE ARABIANS 

Aristotelian thGught flourished amGng the Arabians. It 

is appropriate to mention the chief Arabian interpreter5 of 

Aristotle, because Arabian thought had a profound influence on 

the acceptance of Aristotle in the West. The Arabians were 

not mere agents in the process of transmitting Aristotelian 

thGught. Irnowles says: "'The system of Aristotle underwent a 

change at their hands.,,22, The century of translators was fol

lowed by an epoch of notable thinkers; l!1en such as Alkindi, 

Alfarabi, and Gabi~ol need to be mentioned. 

One of the greatest Arabian philosophers to interpret 

Aristotle was Avicenna or Ibn Bina (989-1037). Parts of his 

exposition largely amount tG a re-expostion of the loqic of 

Aristotle, e.g. the doctrine of the syllogism. Like that of 

Aristotle, the physics of Avioenna is dominated by the notion 

of quality, not quantity.23 His psychoaogy is very Aristote

lian, e.g. sensuS communis, three degrees of abstraction, etc. 

In several important points of logic and metaphysics he drew 

out the suggestio~s and implicatiGns of the Philosopher, but 

he also added his own interpretation. It was he who first 

gave technical expressiGn~the ~ two Aristotelian perceptions 

of reality:the "'first intention- and the"second intention'•• 24 

http:quantity.23
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His personal interpretations of Aristotle's thought were to 

become the focus of much lively discussion in the West. A 

good example is this: Aristotle had said that the component 

forms of a compound substance remain in potency. AV:Ecenna 

interprets Aristotle's position as meaning that the substan

tial forms remain unchanged in the compound; this implied the 

doctrine of the plurality of substantial forms. Gilson says 

in his History .2! Christian Philosophy in lli. :Mldd1e Ages: 

Avicenna's interpretation of Aristotle's doc
trine "Was so personal on many points that it 
can he considered as the source of a distinot 
doctrinal stream. By his religious inspira
tion and his mystical tendencies, Avicenna was 
destined to remain fer the Christian theolo
gians of the middle ages, bqth a great help
and a perilous temptation. His whole system 
was a striking example of the possibility of 
a natural and philosophical explanation of the 
world. 25 

Averroes or Ibn Rochd (1126-1198) wrote such extensive 

commentaries on Aristotle that he vlclS given the name "the 

Commentator.D Taken in itself, the work of Averroes was a 

conscious effort to restore in its purity the philosophy of 

Aristotle and of his successors. It retains a good deal of 
which

the PlatonismAA1exander of Aphrodisias, among others, had 

injected into the authentic doctrine of Aristotle. It was 

Averroes' firm and &bso1ute conviction that philosophical 

truth and the philosophy of Aristotle were synonymous. He 

said: 
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Aristotelis doctrina est summa veritas, quoniam
eius intellectus fuit finis h~ni intellectus. 
Quare bene dicitur~ quod tuit creatus et datus 
nobis'divina providentia, ut sciremus quidquid 
potest sciri. 

The sound advice given us by an Oriental historian of philoso~ 

phy ,should be kept in mind: Do not take. l;iterally the hyper

bole of oriental praise. We can say that Averroe~was a keen 

and faithful interpreter of authentic Aristotelianism. 26 Yet, 

his interpretation will be the source of much disagreement and 

of ecclesiastical condemnations in the West during the thir

teenth century. 

Knowles, in his book Evolution of Medieval Thought, gives 

a good summary of the influence of the Arabians on Aristote

lianism: 

Seen as a whole, the achievement of three cen
turies of Arabian thought was to present and 
interpret,_and in some important respects to 
develop, the whole body of Aristotelian teach
ing, and in so doing to el~inate many, though 
not all, of the Platonic and Neoplatonic doc
trines that had been combined.with it.27 

http:Aristotelianism.26
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IV. FIRST PERIOD OF TRANSMISSION 

m.HB WEST BEFORE THE ARRntAL OF ARISTOTLE 

What works of Aristotle were known in th~ West during the 

early Middle Ages? This question should be answered now, 

because it must be known to understand the actual transference 

of Aristotle's works to the West and the impact it made. 
-

The ignorance of the Greek language, very general in the 

. West after the fall of the Roman Empire, resul~ in a seve

rance of the latins from the source of Greek thought. From 

the fourth oentury on, the role of the translators became 

extremely important. Boethius (475H525) was an impertant 
,. 

figure in the Middle Ages because of his translations. When 

he was quite young he was sent to Athens where he came into 

contact with Aristotelianism. His initial intention was to 

translate all the writings of Plato and Aristotle into Latin. 

He fell far short of aohievingthis immense project, but most 

historians agree that he translated the whole Organon around 

510 A.D. with oommentaries. This means that he translated the 

Cat,egories, ~ Interpretatione, the TopiCS, Prior Analytics, 

Posterior Analrtios ,and the Sophistical Areents': The lat

ter four remained unknown up to the middle of the twelfth cen

tury when they will be called the logica ~; the Categories 

and ~ Interpretatione will remain in ciroulation and consti

i 
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tute the logica vetus. 


Throughout the early Middle Ages and for more than a cen

tury after the revival of learning in the schools of Italy and 

France, the masters of logic and philosophy had at their dis

posal only that fragment of ancient thought represented by the 

nold logi~~ of Aristotle and the commentaries and treatises 
". " 

connected with it and composed for the most part by Boethius. 

During this period which came to an end between 1140 and 1170, 

Boethius was the most influential master. 

The lack of knowledge of Aristotle's work caused a pro

found void in the intellectual activities of the period prece

ding the early part of the twelfth century. Peter Al:>elard 

(1079.1142) did not know the most important parts of Aristo
, 

tle"~s Organon (the new logic), and he was in complete igno

rance of the Physics, Metaphxsics, and the De Anima which 

would have been priceless to him. In the eleventh century, 

philosophy proper was reduced to Aristotle's dialectic. No 

physics, no metaphysics, no purely rational ethics were known 

to the men of that perio~. They had practically no other 

strictly philosophical problem to discuss than that of univer

sals. As Gilson points out, not one of these logicians was 

able to reconstruct the psychologies and the metaphysics of 

the Greeks which fully justified their epistemological conolu

sions.28 This is why John of Salisbury could denounce the 

striking sterility of these purely dialectical discussions. 

http:sions.28
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BACKGROUND TO THE TRANSFER 


The history of the entry of AristGtle's writings into the 

West is. divided into twG periods, the first from the sixth 

century to the middle of the twelfth century; the second, the 

end of the twelfth century and the thirteenth century. 

Towards the middle of the twelfth century a great change 

began, and an epoch opened which was to last for more than a 

hundred years; ancient Greek and more recent Arabi,c thought 

and scienoe became available to the West in larger and larger 

doses. The system·of Aristotle was revealed piece by piece 

until all was visible, and Aristotle became -the Philosopher,"

Though many details of this process are obscure, the main 

outline~ are fairly clear. Two circumstances are responsible 

for this change, according to Knowles: On the one hand, the 

outward t~t of the northern people into South Italy, the 

~st, and especially into Spain, brought them into contact 

with centers of civilization which contained treasures from 

the past; on the other hand, this very expansion was part of a 

new energy and capability of the same people which was mani

fested by a new curiosity and ability to use any new aid to 

knowledge and tho~ght that might be discovered. 29 

There were, in the early part of the twelfth century, at 

least four centers of exchange where Western scholars might 
I 

make discoveries. There was, in the first place, Syria 

shortly after the first crusade. A few scholars followed in 

http:discovered.29
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the wake of the first crusade and settled in Eastern cities 

such as Antiooh. Next, there was Constantinople. Moses of 

Bergamo collected Greek manusoripts (which he lost by fire) 

and made translations which have not 
--
survived. Why didn't 

Constantinople, where pure Greek culture had flourished with

out a break, become the center for all Western scholars? The 

answe~ is complex and illustrates the larger question of the 

rift between East and West that existed all through the ~iddle 

Ages, that age-long and bitter misunderstanding between Greeks 

and Latins which made close social and intellectual relation

ship impossible. Also, the lack of a definite program among 

Western scholars, who were by no means agreed that they were 

searching principal+y for works of philosophy, and a lack of 

contemporary Greek interest in philosophy as a principle men

tal pursuit were reasons that Constantinople was not a center 

of transfer. 30 

A third theater of exohange was Sicily under its Norman 

rulers. Here four races and tongues met, Latin, Greek, Ara

bic, and Hebrew. Several prolific translators, among them 

Henry Aristippus, worked here. Nevertheless, despite the 

importance of the Sicili~ transiators, who had the advanta~e 

of Greek texts for" trans lation, the Arabs of Spain were the 

principai source of the new learning for Western Europe. ~n 

Spain Aristotle had been an object of i~tense interest to the 

Arabs and the Jews for a long time. In Spain there was an 

http:transfer.30
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atmosphere of eager activity among the rulers and bishops of 

the recent reconquest. The conquest and Christianizing of 

nort~ern Spain had gone fitfully forward between 1034, when 

the caliphate of Cordova ceased to exist, and 1085 when the 

Christians reconquered Toledo, and it brought the Latin-speak

ing nations into contact with the Arabs and Jews and into pos

session of many of their lrubraries. Except for Gerbert of 

A~illac, few northeners had gone to Spain in search of learn

ing before 1100, but from 1100 on there were many northern 

scholars who went to Spain seeking manuscripts to be trans

lated. 3l 

TRANSFER OF THE @RGANON 

As their primary interest was in logic, the translators 

naturally turned first to logical works, and these in turn 

influenced the thought and methods of the 'schools. The middle 

decades of the twelfth century were marked by the arrival of 

the "new leqic.u The Analytics and Topics were unknown to 

Sigebert of Gemhloux who died in 1112. The Prior Analytics 

were discussed by Adam du Petit~Pont in i132. 32 Baskins, in 

his Stucli.es in .:th2 History of Medieval Science, says tl1at the 

"new logic" was received between 1121 and 1158. When Abelard 

wrote his Dialectic, the Latin world knew none of 'the new 
. . '" 

logic. Otto of Freising, 
~ 

a student at Paris ca. 1130 (d. llS8) 

became acquainted with the whole new logic. His maste:r, 

http:Stucli.es
http:lated.3l
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Thierry of Chartres, who died ca. 1155 but taught at Paris for 

some years before 1141, reproduced the whole Organon except 

the Posterior Analytics and the second book of the Priora, 

while the Posteriora, cited in Sicily in the same period, came 

to its own in the North in the analysis of john of Salisbury 

in 1159. 33 Haskins goes on to say: 

The later emergence of the Posterior Analytics
does not indicate a reception distinct from tlie 
allied 	works, but is rather to be e~lained by
its difficulty and the corruption of the Latin 
text, 	and it is altogether likely that the arri 
val of 	the anew logio· is to be placed in the 
earlier, rather than in the later years of the 
period 	with which we are dealing.3~ 

In the chronicle of Robert of Torigni, abbot of Mont

Saint-Michel and a man well-informed on literary matters in 

Italy, under the year 1128 we read: '''Jacobus clericus de Vene

cia transtulit de greoo in latinum quosdam libros Aristotilis 

et commentatus est, scilicet Topioa, Analytioos Priores et 

Posteriores, et Blencos, quamvis antiquior translatio super 

eosdem libros baberetur.a There, is much oontroversy as to the 

" 	 significance of this entry, and ,I will try to give a brief 

summary of this oontroversy. In general, most of the experts 

in this area feel that james of Venice did translate these 

works. Haskins says that James of Venice can be singled out 

as the first soholar of the twelfth century who brought the 

"'new logica of Aristotle afresh to the attention of Latin 

Europe. He holds that these Rolder translations· were proba
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bly by Boethius. 35. For an answer to the question why these 

translations of Boethius were neglected until the twelfth cen

tury,we have only guesses, such as that they were too 

advanced or incomplete and oorrupt. Haskins says: 

B'oethius tells us specifioally that he trans
lated both Analiitics. 'l'hese however, pass
out 0f use in t~e early Mlddle Ages ••••Then 
,comes the revival of the New Logic in the 
second quarter of the twelfth-century, and 
at once men begin to ascribe its Latin form 
to Boethius. 'Until some definite evidence is 
is produced to the contrary, we are unstified 
in regarding the current medieval version as 
the works ef Boethius. 36 

Minio-Paluello gives rather conclusive evidence that the 

"vulgate" of the Posterior AnalItics was James' translation 

and was used for about ten generations.37 , Yet-ijaskins offers 

this solution based on a thirteenth century manuscript pre

served in the library at Toledo: James' translation of the 

Posterior Analytics reached the centers of learninca in France, 

but because it was so difficult, the masters made no public 

use of it. The older version is ascribed to Boethius, but it 

was incomplete, and the text 'Waf3 corrupt. 38 Gerard of Cremona 

(d. 1187) translated the Posteriora from the Arabic into 

Latin. By the close of the twelfth century there were at 

least four Latin versions of the Posteriora, the work respec

tively of Boethius, James of Venice, an anonymous translator 

Qf a Toled~ ~nuscript, and Gerard of Cremona. 39 

Often a particular work of Aristotle was "received" 

http:Cremona.39
http:generations.37
http:Boethius.36
http:Boethius.35
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the sohools considerably later than it was translated. It is 

generally agreed that translations of the new logic were 

available from 1130 or 1140 on, but some of these were not 

used until later, particularly the Posterior Analytic~. There 

is very little conolusive evidence concerning the translators 

and the exact dates of translations in the twelfth century, 

but the fact of greatest importance is the transmission of 

these logical works to the West during this period. 
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v. SECOND PERIOD OF TRANSMISSION 

There was somewhat of an interval between the arrival of 

the new logio o~ Aristotle and the reception of his major 

philosophical works. As Knowles says, the interval is more 

apparent than real, beoause the leading translators were at 

work all the time, but whereas the logioal treatises were of 

immediate and vital interest to eaoh and every master, the 

philosophical and scientific works were of no direct interest 

either to logicians or theologians. Their first appeal was to 

curious scholars only.40 

TRANSLATORS 

The Spanish oity of Toledo was one of the most important 

centers of diffusion of Greco-Arabian philosophy in the 

twelfth century. Raymond of Sauvetat, bishop of Toledo (1126

1151), promoted the translation into Latin of works of Aristo

tle, Euclid, Hippocrates, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and others. 

Some confusion still exists oonoerning the names of the trans

lators. 

James of Venice, aocording to Minio-Paluello, was proba

bly the first to translate into Latin Aristotle's Physios, Q! 

Anima,-Metaphysics,_ and parts of th~ Parva Natu~alia.4l The 

fourth book of the De Meteoris and the ~ ,eneratione were 

translated from the Greek by Henry Aristippus (d. 1162). 

http:Natu~alia.4l
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Appearing at Toledo as early as 1217, -Michael Scot there 

distinguished himself by translating Aristotle's ~ animali

bus, as well as the De oaelo and the De Anima with Arabian 

commentaries. Gf these, his translation was the first of the 

De animalibus. Part of the Metaphysics existed in Latin 

(Books .I-IVch.4), and this fragment has been given the name 

Metaphysioa vetustissima. Finally, there existed in the 

twelfth centuty a partial translation of the Nicomaohean 

Ethics (Books II and III), which is also anonymous, and will 

later b~called the Ethica vetus. 42 

Gerard of Cremona (1114-1187) was one of the most out

standing translators of the Toledo school. He learned Arabic 

at Toledo for the sole purpose of translating, and he is known 

to have translated at least seventy works, among them some of 

Aristotle. He translated the Posterior Analytics, the Physics, 

the De caels ~ mundo, the De generatione etcorruptione, and 

the first three books of the Meteors. Other translations were 

made by the E~glishman Alfred of Sereshel and Daniel of Mor

ley. 43 

The translators of the twelfth century seem to have known 

imttle or no Arabic before coming to Spain, and they work~ed 

through interpreters, usually converted Jews. Often they 

translated from Arabic into the current Spanish idiom, which 

the Christian translator then turned into Latin. This fact 

helps to explain the inaccuracy of many of the versions, 
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although in general they are slavishly literal, even to oarry

ing over the Arabic artiol~.44 

SECOND PERIOD: INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

It was at the end of the twelfth century that Aristotle 

began to ~ert great influenoe on the West by his works on 

natural science and his Metaphysics. This second entry of 

Aristotle goes to Moerbeke's translation of the Economics in 

1267. By 1200 the Organon, Metaphysics, Libri Naturales of 
. .. 

the Physics, De generatione, De caelo, part of the De meteoris, 

the ~ Anima, and Books II and III of the Nicomachean Ethios 
-

were available to the West. 

METAPHYSIC3 

We do not know the history of the transmission· of the 
.. 

Metaphysics. The complete MLetaphysics, translated from the 

Greek, can be found in a manuscript ~n a library at Padua, 

classified as twelfth century. William of Breton, in his 

Gesta Philippi Augusti, writes: nln diebus illis (oirca 1210) 

legebantur Parisii\s libelli quidam ab Aristotele, ut dicebatur, 

oompositi qui docebant metaphysiaam, delati de novo a Constan

tinople, et a greco in latinum translati.n45 Humbert of Gen

drey mentions the Metaphysics in 1191 and Pierre de Poitiers 

(d. 1205) mentions it also. Albert the Great says that David 
-
of Dinant 

.~ 

had appealed to the Phys~as and Metaphysics before 

his condemnation in 1210. Also, the prohibition of the Meta
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phy!ios in 1210 is irrational unless it was available. 46 

Aocording to Copleston, the Metaphysios available at 

Paris by 1210 was the Metaphysica vetus, in distinction tO,the 

translation of Gerard of Cremona or Miohael Soot, whioh::,was 

known in the first half of the thirteenth oentury as the Meta-
Ehysica ~ (Books K,N,N, missing). In the seoond half of 

the century the title Translatio nova was given to the trans-
lation by Willi~m of Moerbeke 

. 

(after 1260).47 

We can say that the greatest part of the MetaEhysios 

reached Paris at the beginning of the thirteenth oentury, but 

we know nothing definite of the channels by which it arrived. 

Haskins says that the whole trend of reoent studies points to 

an early date for the translations and reception of the Meta

physios and physical works, very possibly before 1200. 48 

WORKS ON NATURAL 'SCIENCE 

Alfred of Sereshel, in the last part of the twelfth oen

tury, oites the ~ Anima, the Meteors, eight books of the Phy

sics, and parts of the Parva Naturalia. As regards. the Phy

sios', Haskins says an incomplete copy in the Vatican, which 

cannot be later than the very beginning of the thirteenth oen

tury, establis~esthe existence of a version of the ~ physico 

auditu, made from the Greek, and there are traoes of some 

aoquaintanoe with its oontents' in the twelfth oentury. There 

is also evidence that the Meteoroloqica and the De oaelo were 
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known soon after 1165. Haskins ~oes on to say that evidence 

is given in Baeumker's study that early translations of the ~ 
e . 49

Anima and the Parva Naturalia existed. There is little 

information as to the dates of reception of Aristolte's works 

of natural science. 

OTHER WORKS 

While Aristotle's works on natural science and his Meta-

Ehysics were received about 1200, the Rhetoric, Ethios, and 

Politics made their appearanoe in the course of the next two 

generations. 

The history of the Ethios is particularly oomplicated. 

The oldest translation, of Books II and III only, was made 

from the Greek early in the thirteenth century, and was known 

as 
. 

the 
1 
Ethioa vetus, and a 

• 
Aboutsecond followed soon after. 

1244 Hermann the German produced a compendium of Books I to IX 

from the Arahio r but the first complete translation from the 

Greek was that of Robert Grosseteste, and it dates from 

between 1240 and 1249. Grabmann holds that the Ethica nova 
.. -

{Book I} was already in existenoe in 1210. Various fragments 
... 

of the Nicomaohean Ethics were oirculating in the first half 
. " =~ 

of the thirteenth century.50 Although some hold that Grosse

teste d.id not translate the N.icomaohean Ethios, it seems 

likely that he ~t least caused it to be translated, sinoe his 

name is on the manusoript. 

\ 
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Hermann the German translated Aristotle's Nicomachean 

Ethics, Rhetoric, and Poetics between 1240 and 1256 at Toledo. 

But one of the greatest translators of Aristotle was William 

of Moerbeke (1215-1286) who was the first to translate the 

Politics (1260) and the Economics (1267).51 Some historians 

say that he was not the first to translate these warks but 

simply revised already existing translations of the Politics, 

Economics, and Rhetoric (1281).52 In addition, he retrans

lated most of the existing translations of Aristotle's works 

from the Greek. Around 1260, Bartholomew of Messine trans

lated the Magna Moralia and several pseudo-Aristotelian 
1__ 53

wor.1'..i::i. Finally, it should be mentioned that only the sev

enth book of the Eudemian Ethios was known in the thirteenth 

oentury.54 

lANGUAGE 

A po~nt which should be mentioned here is that of the 

language from whioh the translations were made. In nearly 

every instance, translations are found both from the Greek and 

from the Arabic, so for most of Aristotle's works there were 

two or more parallel Latin versions. Copleston holds that 

translations from the Greek generally preceded translations 

from the Arabic and that the Arabic-Latin versions soon gave 

way to a new and/better translation from the Greek,55while De 

Wulf holds that the Arabic translations were the first to 

appear. 56 
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Rashdall says that the eight books of the Physics, the 

nineteen books of the Historia An~lium, the De caelo, and 

the Meteorologica became known in Europe through Latin trans

lations from the Arabic. The De Anima became known in a 

Greco-Latin translation before the Arabic-Latin version of 

Michael Scot reached the sdhools of· Paris. The Rhetoric, Par
. . 

va Naturalia, part of the Metaphysics, the first three books--- . .-

of the Nicomaehean ~thies, and the Politics were known from 

the first in translations from the original Greek; though the 
. 57

earliest complete version of the Ethics was Arabic-Latin. 
-

Sandys concurs in Rashdall's opinion and points out that these 

works were known from the first in translations from the ori

ginal, but the earliest complete versions 9f the Ethics and 

MetCl.physios,:>~iith those of the Phys~cs, Historia Animalium, 

etc., were known from the Arabic. 58 Concern~the De genera

tione, Copleston says that a translation from the Greek pre

ceded the translation from the Arabic by Gerard of Cremona. 59 

About all that we can say is that some works were first known 

in the Arabic-Latin translations, and some in the Greco-Latin 

versions. 

The story that the medieval Aristotle was only a Latin 

parody of an Arabic version of a Syrian translation of a Greek 

original is little more than a fable. It is true that the 

Arabians were fi+st introduced to Aristotle by Syrians, but 

long before there was extensive Moslem influence on the Latins, 
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many direct translations from the Greek into Arabic had been 

made (cf. pp. 10-11). After the erusaders captured Constanti

nople in 1204, the treasures of ancient Greek literature were 

available to the West. Translations from the Greek relieved 

the Latins from undue dependence on the Arabs and the impor

tance of this cannot be stressed too muoh. 60 

FELLOW RIDERS 

In the history of this transfer there remains one phase 

that needs to be considered. Copleston says:: 

The Arabian philosophy was one of the pri~ei
pal channels whereby the complete A,ristotle was 
introduced to the West, but the Arabian philo
sophers were more than mere transmitters or 
even oommentators; they changed and developed
the philosophy of Aristotle, more or less 
according to the spirit of Neoplatonism, and 
several of them interpreted Ar-isi;otle in a 
sense which was inco~tible with Christian 
theology and faith.5l 

Aristotle came borne upon, or rather half-sUbmerged.by a great 

wave of Aristotelian scholarship. A oonsiderable quantity of 

pure Neoplatonic dqctrine came as a rider upon Aristotle. Two 

treatises, e'ssentially Neoplatonic in character, were ascribed 

to him. at a very ear~ date. These were the Theology of Aris

totle from Plotinus' Enneads and the Liber de Causis from the 

Elementatio-theolog!ca of Proclus. 62 ~ 

As gilson points o~t, it is a fact of considerable impor

tanoe for the history of medieval philosophy that Av~cenna and 
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Averroes ha4 already done a great deal of study on the works 

of Aristotle for almost two centuries before the West received 

these works. 63 Avicenna and Averroes both wrote commentaries 

on most of Aristotle~s works, and usually these commentaries 

were translated along with the text. Half-way through the 

long process of transfer, the great commentary of Averroes 

appeared, and later came a new and more accurate translation 

of Aristotle. This had a profound effect on the thirteenth 

century scholars at Paris and Oxford. Averroes and his follow

ers became the representatives of philosophy ~ pure philoso

phy.64 

Knowles has a good point when he says: 

In the past the whole movement has too often 
been labelled 'the introduotion of Aristbtle'. 
The whole of Aristotle did indeed arrive, and 
this was in the long run the significant fact, 
but the manner of its arrival, and the vehicles 
by whioh it was :conveyed, had a great share in 
determining the qUality and the extent of its 
influence. as 

\ 
".'- -~ 
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VI. ACCEPTANCE OF ARISTOTL,E'S WORKS AND EFFBeIS 

It remains to shew the reception given to the works of 

Aristotle in the West and the effects of the transferal. The. 

Universities of Paris and Oxford were the most outstanding 

schools of learning in the thirteenth century, Paris being the 

foremost. The works of Aristotle were not taught in the 

schools as so~n as they were translated, but a little later. 

It was at Paris, after 1200, that translations of the scienti 

fic treatises of Aristotle and. his commentators made their 

first appearnace, not in the world of scholars, but in the 

classrooms. The best proof that these treatises were used by 

som.e Parisian masters of the Faculty of Arts is that, as early 

as 1210, their teaching was interdicted. o6 

As has been shown, the introduction of Aristotle to the 

West was a prooess continuing over a hundred yeCi,rs. The first 

wave, that of the iliogical works; was absorbed easily and 

avidly, for it prolonged and perfected a discipline which was 

already committed to Aristetelianism. The second wave, that 

of the difficult and profound philosophical works, gave more 

trouble and was less easily absorbed, though its effects were 

epoch 	making~67 

The earliest university statutes, those of Paris in 1215, 

require the whole of Aristotle's·logical works, and throughout 

the ltiddle Ages these remain the backbone of the arts course. 

http:interdicted.o6
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No other writer appealed so strongly as Aristotle to the medi

eval habit of formal thought. S8 

INTERDIC'IS 

As early as 1210, the provincial Oouncil of Paris, under 

the presidency of Peter of Corbeil, Arohbishop of Sens, for}.;.i;l; 

bade under penalty of excommunication, the public or private 

teaching of Aristotle's writings on natural philosophy or 
-

their commentaries in Paris. In the statutes of the Univer

sity of Paris (1215) sanctioned by Robert of Couryon, legate 

of Innocent III, the study of Aristotle's logic was still 

authorized, but the books on physics and natural science and 

the Metaphysics with whatever expos~tions that could be made 

of them were forbidden tog~ther with David of,Dinant and 

Amaury of Bene. 1'his text confounded Aristotle's cause with 

that of two suspicious philosophers. In par.t, the prohibition 

read: 

Et quod legant libros Aristotelis de dialec
tica tam de veteri quam de nova in scmlis 
ordinarie et non ad cursum••••Non legaritur
libri Aristotelis de metaphysica et de natu
rali philosophia nee summe de eisdem. 69 

In the prohibition, the word legantur has, the technical sense 

of u use as texts for teaching". The private reading (in our 
. 

sense of the word) of Aristotle was not forbidden. An addi

tional observation to be made is that this prohibition applied 
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only to the University of Paris. 

As early as April 13, 1231, Pope Gregory IX renewed the 

interdiction against teaching Aristotle in terms which reveal 

that an evolution had taken place in the interval. It was 

still forbidden to teach Aristotle's libri naturales, but only 

until they had been submitted to censorship. The Pope did not 

say that they would be purged of errors, but of every suspi

~ of' error which anyone might have of them. Ten days later, 

April 23, the Pope appointed a commission of three members for 

this task of revision. There is no evidence that the theolo

gians charged with this task brought about any positive 

results. From 12,,31 on, however, Aristotle's writings on phy

sics and metaphysics permeated everywhere and did not oease to 

gain ground. 70 

Why were the works of Aristotle banned by the Church? 

Gilson says that the attitude of the Church was on the plane 

of theological prudence and rectitude, not philosophical spec

ulation. Faced with a mass of new oonceptions, and in order 

to give it~elf time to discriminate, it began by prohibiting. 7l 

The Church could have condemned all philo~ophioal speculation 

as opposed to Christian faith, but she didn't. The interdicts 

were a result of the conflict between Christian theology and 

pagan philosophy. Van Steeriberghen says that the prohibitions 

were a protective measure, provoked by the way in whioh David 

of Dinant, and perhaps others, had made an impro}?er use (!)f the 
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writiDgs. He also points out that the theological school at 

Paris showed extremely conservative tendencies, adopting a 

suspicious attitude towards profane studies. 72 Then too, 

Innocent Ill's preoceupatio~ was to safeguard the faith, and 

his pontificate was one long struggle against heresy. As Tur

ner points out, the prohibitions were direoted against the 

A.rabian translations and espeoia1ly against the Arabian com

mJP,entaries. 73 

EFFEC~ OF THE INTERDICTS 

These interdicts had their effectsD In the Faculty of 

Arts at Paris, they slowed down the study of the ph~~osophy of 

Aristotle until about the year 1240. The works never ceased 

to be privately read, but their interdiction prevented them 

fr:om being taught. The teaching of loqic went on uninterrup

tedly fro~ the last years of the twelfth century up to 1250, 

but there is no written evidence of any philosophical aotivity 

in the natural soienoes or metaphysics at Paris prior to 1240. 

~ Barcelona manuscript written between 1230 and 1240, discov

ered by Grabmann in 1927, clearly indicates that the Metaphy

.!!£! and 1ibri naturales were not' expounded in the Faculty of 
I 

Arts at Paris at this time. Their existence was mentioned, 

but they were not used as textbooks. This explains the total 

absence of Parisian commentaries on these works before i240. 

Roger Bacon implicitly states that he was one of the first to 
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comment on natural philosophy at Paris. Van Steeriberghen says 

that we can fi~ the period when aacon was teaching at Paris at 

about 1245. 14 

In the Faculty of Theology the influence of the inter

dicts was very great. The gist of the interdictions was that 

theology should :be -taught such as it had always been, without 

any admixture of worldly wis.dom. On July 21, 1228, Gregory IX 

invited the masters to teaoh "'theology in its purityn • On 

April 13, 1231 he invited the same masters not to pretend to 

be philosophers. As a result, the theologians were very reluc

tant to accept the natural and meta~hysioal works of Aristo

tle. 15 

The repeated interdiotions oertainly exercised a delaying 

influence on the spread of the new philosophioal learni~g, but 

another cause contributed to the delay. Professors of logio 

were plentiful, whereas there were no masters prepared to 

teach biQlogy, physios, astronomy, psychology, or metaphysios. 

In these domains there 'was no school tradition. Bacon made 

remarks later about efforts of a "'fe~1 and often discouraged 

masters to teach these diffioult te~t~.16 

The prohibition which was upheld in 1231 beoame a dead 

letter at Paris after the death of Gregory IX (August 22, 

1241), and the libri naturales began to be taught during the 

troubled period between the death of Gregory and the election 

of Innocent IV (June 25, 1243). There was little hope of 
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preventing masters, who were per.mitted to teach half of Aris

totle's philosophy, from taking an active interest in the other 

half. How could the logic of Aristotle be right and all its 

applioations be wrong? How could the iliogic of Aristotle be 

separated from his psyohology? Besides, if it was forbidden 

to teach error, it was not forbidden to oppose it, and to 

oppose it, it was necessary to know it. Even though the books 

were not taught, they were read. The works of Aristotle and 

the Arabians were so superior to anything the West had that 

the masters could not stay away from them. The reception of 

Aristotle was easily made beoause Paris was at that time c~~:r. 

entirely favorable towards the Philosopher. Roger Baoon came 

from Oxford where the complete works of Aristotle had been 

commented on for a long time. He could point out that Paris 

was in a state of inferiority to Oxford; that the condemnation 

was unreasonable~and unjust; and that there ,vas no serious 

foundation for mistrust of the Philosophe~. _The Faculty of 

Arts was reoeptive to such suggestiohs. 77 

In 1245, Innocent IV extended the prohibition to Tou

louse, but it had little effect. The tide was now flowing in 

favor of Aristotle. In 1252 the De Anima was presented as an 

examination subject at Paris by the English °nation-. (There 

were four °nations- or corporate groups of masters and stu

dents at the University of Paris.) This was the first offi

cial transgression of the eoclesiastical prohibitions. On 
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March 19, 1255 an act was promulgated by the whole faculty 

putting all known works of the Stagirite on the curriculum. 

This date marks the final step towards the compiliete acceptance 
78of Aristotle by the Arts Faculty. It is therefore surpris

ing that on January 19, 1263, Urban IV confirmed the bull ~

reDS scientiarum of Gregory IX and reproduced in full its pro-
hibition of "'those books on nature which were prohibited at 

Sens in 1210.'" Van Steenberghen proposes the following expla

nation: 

The pope gave directions for the bull-to be 
reissued, and the Chancery copied it out in 
full, the clerkpe~haps not even realizing
that Aristotle (who was not mentioned by name) 
was stigmatized-by Gregory IX. Certainly by
1250-1260 the Philosopher was being treated 
in many qbarte*s as a kind of precursor of 
Christ, an intellectual Baptist, and Roger 
aacon could say that he WClS now called ' the 
Phil&sopher'" just as Saint Paul ' the Apos
i:le! .79 

OXFORD 

'Briefly, let us consider what was happening at Oxford at 

this time. There we find'that Aristot.le's libri naturales and 

Metaphysics had been commented on by the masters since the 

beginning of the thirteenth century. Aristotelian studies 

were not affected by the prohibitions. The natural philosophy 

and metaphysics of Aristotle first appear to have come to 

their own in England in the writings of Alfred of Sereshel 

(ca. 1176). In an early work he cited the De Anima and De 
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generatione. In a subsequent work he referred to the Meta

physics, Physics, and Nicomachean Ethics. This work cannot be 

later· than 1217, and it may go back to the middle of the 

twelfth century. 

According to Roger Bacon, Saint Edmund of Abingdon was 

the first to ureadu the Sophistici Elenchi at Oxford, between 

1202 and 1209. Since the 199ica ~ was not introduced ear

lier, it is unlikely that the libri naturales were taught at 

Oxford much earlier. By about 1240, the teaching of Aristotle 

there had reached its full maturity. The writings of John 

Blund and Adam of Buckfield are indications of this. 80 ' Robert 

Grosseteste (1175-1253), bishop of Lincoln and f<1rst chancel

lor of Oxford, wrote commentaries on Aristotle, and, as men

tioned earlier, he was the first to give Europe a complete 

translation of the Ethics from the Greek. Although Oxford had 

a considerable start over Paris in Aristotelian studies, Paris 

was still the great center of learning in the thirteenth cen

tury. 

EFFECTS OF THE TRANS~USSION 

Finally, what effects did the arrival of the whole Aris

totelian corpus have on the West? As Knowles says, the whole 

course of medieval intellectual life 1~S changed and greatly 

enriched by the arrival of Aristotle, accompanied by other 

works and commentaries. 8l As a consequence of this, men of 
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learning were occupied for almost a century, first in absor

bing and explaining Aristotle, next in examining and partially 

rejecting the Arabian, Jewish, anq Neoplatonic thought that 

arrived along with the works of the Philosopher. If the works 

of Aristotle had been rediscovered in a completely pure state, 

their influence would have been much greater, but they reached 

the West in a sporadic process and a fragmentary state. 

Besides this, they were heavily contaminated by additions from 

other sources which were thought to be Aristotelian and accom

panied by commentaries, which, although very helpful, were 

frequently misleading. If Aristotle had remained the only 

philosopher ~own, there might have been a oomplete acceptance 

of his thought, but there were such factors as the re~entry of 

Neoplatonism, the re-examination of Augustine, and the doc

trines of the Arabians which prevented total acceptance of his 

works. 

On Deoember 10, 12'70, the Bishop of Paris, Etienne Tem

pier, condemned thirteen philosophical propositions, all of 

which can be traced to the doctrine of the Stagirite as inter

preted by Averroes. On March '7, 1277 Tempier condemned 219 

propositions. It may seem that the ~ilosopher's bid to con
-

quer Christianity had enaed in defeat, but the defeat was only 

temporary. 82 

In a letter of May 20, 1346 to the masters and students 

of Paris, Clement VI blamed some of them for -disregarding and 
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despising the timeohonored writings of the Philosopher•••whose 

text they should follow so far as it does not contradict the 

faith.- In 1366, Urban V's legates made it compulsory for the 

candidate for the d~gree in arts to have studied the very trea

tises of Aristotle which the Church had, a little over a cen

tury before, forbidden. S3 

Silson says: 

The second half of the thirteenth oentury can 
be called the classical period ~n the develop
ment of medieval scholasticism. It corresponds 
to the moment when, fully conscious of the 
nature of the task that lay ahead of them, and 
provided with the material reguired to perform 
it, some theologia~s succeeded in ~ilding up
complete theological syntheses, e.g., Saints 
Bonaventure and Saint Thomas Aquinas. 84 

Anyone who has read or studied Saint Thomas Aquinas realizes 

that he used Aristotle profusely. 

The reception of Aristotle's works has been called the 

most significant event of the Middle Ages; it had a revolu

tionary and profound effect on the medieval ~ind. Gilson says, 

"Such is the significance of the truly dramatic movement ••• 

whose historical importance is such that even today we con

tinue to feel its repercussions. t ",S5 

Finis 
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